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ABSTRACT dimensions defining the geometry of the wedge to be designed;

the unknown angles are not keyed in, of course, but are found by

This paper documents how we have adapted 3D gometric analysis. The program then automatically calculates the cut

modeling and ray tracing to support design and verification of angles and the oation of the wedge from which h user-

wedges and preparation of coverage maps for ultrasonic prescribed crack will be properly illuminated. The results are

inspection of BWR nozzles. This software is capable of displayed as a color-coded patch on the outer surface of nozzle or

addressing a broad range ofmodeling issues, including ray tracing pressure vessel.

in completely general 3D objects comprised of blocky,

transversely isotropic material.1-5 However, to capitalize on the A major advantage of the software system is its approac to

full range of capability usually requires an investment of time on geometric modeling. Nozzles and their intersection with the

the pan of users. To make 3D modeling accessible to users who pressure vessel are described in terms of heir surfaces using an

have time-urgent requirements or who do not ned to utilize the assemblage of patches and splines; these are also used for

full capabilities of the software, we have developed specialized geometric modeling of the flaws (elliptical or semi-elliptical) and

applications in which restrictions on generality are accepted in the transducer wedges. In addition to convenience, patches make

exchange for easy access to model building, wdge design and it easy to construct interior interfaces btween dissimilar materials

coverage maps for detecting flaws in the bore and inner blend such as welds and ferritic or stainless sel, and to include

regions of nozzles. This is done by providing partially- imperfections such as out-of-roundness.

completed, parametrized models which give the user latitude to

generate general models within a fixed framework. We also Ray tracing is based on he approach dveloped by V. L.

provide a graphical user interface which anticipates certain asks Pereyra. Capabilities include shooting, in which the user

that a user will wish to undertake; other tasks may readily be prescribes the location and take off angles at a transducer and is

added. provided with the paths of rays and hir aplitudes; this forrn of

ray tracing is especially suited Lo illuminating a region of the

I. INTRODUCTION inner surface of a nozzle given the characteristics of a tansducer

and wedge and to finding the reflected rays. Futur vrsions of

The first task is to design a transducer wedge for ultrasonic the code will include LWO-point ray Lracing,6 which i Sted to

pulse-echo, comer trap inspection of radial cracks on the inner optimizing the position of prc-cui. transducer wdges required to

surfaces of BVvrR nozzles using transducers placed on the outer detect a specified crack site and to modeling pitch-catch

surface of the nozzle or the pressure vessel. The outputs of this inspections.

wedge design software are the cut angles on the back face of the

wedge and the coordinates on the outer nozzle surface were the Our system has been developed in a UNIX environment and

wedge will be placed to detect the specified flaw. Beam forming is currently operational on Su Mrosystems IPC. X-

and amplitudes will be implemented shortly. WINDOWS, a 2D commercial graphics standard, has been

adopted and enhanced with in-house software for D graphics.

To initiate geometric modeling of the nozzle, about 13

parameters are keyed in via the user interface. These include the The validity of the modeling was recently verified by

nozzle bore inner and outer radii, the blend radii, the thickness personnel of the EPRI NDE Center in Charlotte, NC. An

and radius of the pressure vessel and others. Next, the user inspection procedure designed by them on the basis of modeling

selects the location of a possible [law; to create a gometric described below successfully detected a flaw inserted in a nozzle

model of a radial crack on the inner bore requires about 6 specimen prepared forthe Prformance Demonstration Initiative.

parameters to be keyed in. Finally, h user keys in some of the
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11. WEDGE DESIGN TO DETECT SINGLE FLAW When multiple flaws ae considered te user will make
compromises in order Lo reduce the number of wedge designs to a

In this section we describe how to use the software to design manageable level. In such cses, he will need to simulate
and position a transducer wedge on the outer surface of the nozzle inspection in order to find the coverage povided by the
or pressure vessel in order to detect a single, specific flaw which candidate wedge design.
the user postulates to occur anywhere on the inner surface of the
wedge such that the 1-wave rays are normal to it. IV. WEDGE DESIGN FOR MULTIPLE FLAWS

In designing a test procedure, he user must assume not To design wedges for detecting flaws hroughout the entire
merely a single flaw but an array of flaws which he must be able inner bore and blend regions, we postulate an array of flaws at
to detect by using a manageable number of wedges. For each regular spacing. We first calculate wedge dsign parameters for
flaw location, the user is presented with dta pertaining to te each flaw. Then, to reduc h number of wedges to a
location and geometry of a wedge from which the flaw ay be manageable level, the user makes compromises leading to a
detected. Thus, in addition to the coordinates of the wedge, we smaller number of wedges. The coverage achieved by hese
record the directions of the refracted, mode-convertcd rays as they compromise wedges is then displayed. Although the procedure is
enter the wdge; these directions are defined by the essentially the same for each individual flaw, the element of
circumferential and axial angles. In general, for each flaw compromise represents a nw step in the use of this software.
position, there will be a range of' angles on which to base a Wedges which are designed to be located on the outer bore
successful wedge design. Considerations include convenience typically require itle or no compromise due to the geometric
(only a small number of wdges can economically be used); and symmetry of that part of h nozzle. However, hre are
detection criteria (signal-to-noise ratio of ariving rys is adequate compromises to be made for wedges on h outer blend and
for only a certain range of angles) and on Other factors. Te vessel.
designer is presented With a able of values for coordinates and
circumferential and axial angles; he is also pesented with a two- Under this option, the user SCCiFCS h region on the inner
dimensional color-coded palette in which varying hues bore or blend h wishes to inspect by specil'ying rnge of
representing the angles are assigned to the corresponding Position azimuths (qI to q2) and axial coordinates z t z2). The user
of the transducer. also specifies the azimuthal and axial spacing of the flaws. As in

the case of wedge design Lo detect single flaws, the user also

111. VERIFICATION OF WEDGES FOR SINGLE FLAWS specifies the ranges of acceptable incidence and skew angles at
the flaw. The user may rstrict wedge designs in ten-ris of he cut
angles a and g. The program then develops wedge parameters forThe purpose of the inspection phase is to confirm that the 0

wedge design leads to at least one ray which begins at the back all flaws within the range. Next, he program utomatically ranks
face of the wedge and detects a flaw in the manner specified each candidate wedge according LO the number of flaws tat it can
above. The 3D ray tracer shoots a bundle of parallel rays that detect. The user is then presented with a list of' wedge designs,

starting with the one that detects h most flaws ("Moststart within te perimeter of the transducer on the back face of the I
wedge. In the current version, these rays are perpendicular to the successful") followed by the one with the next largest number of
transducer and are initially parallel to each othm eventually, flaws and so on. Each feasible wedge design is assigned a color
beam forming will be incorporated. Mode conversion from I- which is used to code the region of the outer surface where the
wave in the wedge to s-wave in the nozzle) and refraction are wedge is placed; the co]Qr code is cchoed in the rgion Of he
taken into account at the wedge-nozzle or wedge-vesscl interface. inner bore and blend where ispection using tat wedge can

The number of rays is chosen by t user. The ray tracer detect flaws.
computes the trajectories of all rays and displays those that detect
a flaw and return to the back face of the wedge or to its Example of Wedge Design for Multiple Flaws
neighborhood. Several examples are discussed below.

As an example OfLhis option, w postulate laws On he inner
Figure I shows a case in which the user designs a wdge to blend of the model test in the region 30 <z< 35 dgrees, < q 

detect a crack that he as postulated to xist on he inner blend. 90 degrees. Flaws are assumed to be spaced I inch apart in h z
In this case, experience indicates that the wedge may be paced on -direction and 10 degrees apart in the q-direction. The desired
the outer blend or possibly on the pressure vssel. We start with range of incidence and skew angles are 33,57] and [-8,81
two fans of rays emanating from opposite sides of an assumed respectively. This experiment results in he computation of about
flaw and satisfying the prescribed skew and incidence angles. As 6,000 rays. The wedge design palette is a x 5 grid with <a<75
shown in Figure I a, the flaw is visible fom a relatively large area degrees and 75 :!�g 75 degrees. The palette is shown in Figure
of the vessel as well as from the outer blend. This result suggests 2. These figures show the locations Of he wedges on the outer
that it may be advantageous to inspect from the vessel because, by nozzle and vessel respectively, along with the positions or he
moving a wedge f fixed cut ngle about the purple region of the flaws illuminated.
vessel, a number of potential flaws may be visible. Verification
for a wedge on the vessel i iustrated in Figure I b.
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a. Wedge Design Parameters, Emerging Ray Angles, b. Verification of Wedge Design
Expressed by Color Palette

Figure I - Design and Verification of Wedge on Vessel to Detect Flaw on Inner Blend.
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Figure 2 - Coverage of Flaws on Inner Blend Using Wedges on
the Outer Vessel.
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Figure 3 - nteTsections Of Time-Of-Flight Contours Define
possible Origins of Reflections.
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